
	  

	  

THREATENING STEREOTYPES UNIT PLAN 
 

v What do good writers do? 
v What’s my purpose and how do I develop it? 

	  
Student-Friendly Learning Target Statements 

Knowledge Targets 
	  

“What I need to know!” 

q I know how to identify a stereotype. 
q I know what the following terms mean in reference to argument-based 

writing: 
o Intended Audience 
o Author’s Purpose 
o Author’s Message 
o Author’s Technique 

q I can define the following key terms found in the texts: 
o Text 1: Ameliorate, Aptitude, Conscience, Depress, Discriminate, 

Inevitable, Inherent, Innate, Salient, Society  
o Text 2: Wretched, Tolerant, Dependency, Inferior, Subservient, 

Fistula, Idolize, Capable 
o Text 3: Cosmopolitan, Relished, Ethnicity, Converts, Melodious, 

Dissemination, Malicious, Interfaith, Rhetoric 
q I know how to conduct credible interviews from multiple sources. 
q I know the qualities of a valuable peer review process. 
q I know the difference between revising and editing.	  

Reasoning Targets 
	  

“What I can do with what I 
know.” 

q I can infer the author’s intended audience and purpose for writing a text 
using textual evidence. 

Skill Targets 
	  

“What I can demonstrate.” 

q I can explain strategies for mitigating negative stereotypes. 
q I can apply reading strategies to multiple news articles. 
q I can break the texts up into chunks based off of similar content and 

explain why the authors chose to structure their texts the ways they did. 
q I can conduct interviews, eliminating bias in order to gather evidence to 

use in writing. 
q I can use evidence in writing that supports my claims. 
q I can review other student’s work and identify ways to improve their 

writing through editing and/or revision. 
 

Product Targets 
	  

“What I can make to show 
my learning.” 

q I can write a multi-draft research paper using textual evidence and 
evidence from interviews that is appropriately written for the intended 
audience. 
 

Disposition Targets	  
	  

“What I can do to foster 
productive attitudes, 

motivations, and 
interests.”	  

q I can be an effective communicator, who writes and speaks using strong 
evidence to support my thoughts. (E) 

q I can pursue academic excellence through creative problem solving, 
reflection, and dedication to lifelong learning. Complex thinking! (A) 

q I can collaborate with a group to work towards a common goal. (G) 
q I can model leadership that promotes school, community, and global 

involvement. (L) 
q I can maintain ethical behavior through speech and actions. (E) 



	  

	  

q I can be a social contributor that makes positive contributions to school, 
community, and society for a better future. (S) 

 
Summative Assessment:	  You will investigate stereotypes at our school and write an article like the 
articles we read in class. You will gather evidence as a class. Each of you will interview at least two 
members of the school community and share your results (anonymously) with the class. Then, you 
will use the class’s evidence to write your own article. Model your article after the rhetoric in the 
model articles, shaping yours as they do, so you use similar techniques, writing for similar purposes 
and audiences. 


